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A. Introduction & History of School/University

[Introduction]

❍ PaiChai University is an institution that has long underpinned the hopes and spirit of 

the Korean people. Built on the founding philosophy, "Serve others if you want to be 

great," today PaiChai is dreaming new dreams for the next 100 years while 

remembering the dreams of Reverend Rev. Henry G. Appenzeller and Reverend Clara 

Howard. 

❍ With the "SMART PAICHAI" development strategy, we seek to foster students who 

are equipped with practical capabilities that can be put to work directly in the field. 

"SMART PAICHAI" aims at cooperation between industry and academia. PaiChai 

students, supported by the university and its alumni network, will serve as reliable 

community and society pillars both inside and outside Korea as their senior 

colleagues of PaiChai have done before them.

[Educational Goals]

❍ Cultivation well-disciplined whole persons

❍ Emphasizing creative and scientific ways of thinking

❍ Serving the public through open policies of education

[Brief History of PaiChai University]

Year Note

1885  Establishment of PaiChai HakDang (Founder: Rev. Henry G. Appenzeller)

1886
 Inauguration of Rev. Henry G. Appenzeller  as the First Dean

 Endowment of the name and the tablet of Pai Chai HakDang from Emperor Kojong

1895
 Pai Chai University programs started (Department of English Language & Literature, 

Department of Korean Language & Chinese Classics, and Theology)

1925
 Abolishment of the name Pai Chai HakDang by the Japanese Government-General in 

Korea



Year Note

1968  The school motto in Chinese characters rephrased into a Korean version

1980  Pai Chai authorized to be a 4-year university

1987  Graduate School authorized

1997
 Appointed as the Research Center for Anti-Oxidization Protein for the Creative  

Research Initiative Project by the Ministry of Science and Technology.

1998
 Appointed as the Center for Optical Chaos for the Creative Research Initiative Project 

by the Ministry of Science and Technology

1999

 Chosen as an excellent university in educational reform by the Ministry of Education

 Appointed as the Regional Research Center for Bio-Medicinal Resources by the 

Ministry of Science and Technology, the Korea Science and Engineering Foundation, 

and Daejeon city.

 Chosen as an excellent regional university for the Brain Korea 21 Project in the field 

of information and communications by the Ministry of Education

 Appointed as the Regional Technology Innovation Center(TIC) for Bio-Medicinal 

Resources by the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy

2000  Chosen as an excellent university in educational reform by the Ministry of Education

2001
 Chosen as an excellent university for its students' advanced study and training in 

foreign IT educational institutions by the Ministry of Information and Communication

2002

 Chosen as an excellent university in educational reform by the Ministry of Education 

and Human Resources Development for three consecutive years

 Chosen as the top regional university for the Regional University Support Project by 

the Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development 

2004

 Chosen as an excellent university in the field of IT for the NURI (New University for 

Regional Innovation) Project by the Ministry of Education and Human Resources 

Development

2005

 Chosen as an excellent university in the Evaluation of Special Field of Learning by 

the Korea Council of University Education

 Chosen as an excellent university for the Korean Language Education and Training 

Program Support Project by the Ministry of Education 

2006
 Chosen as a 10th university in the internationalization University by the Chosun Iibo 

Co., Ltd.



Year Note

2007
 Chosen as an excellent university in the University Education by the Ministry of 

Culture and Tourism

2008

 Chosen as a 8th university in the internationalization University by the Chosun Iibo 

Co., Ltd.

 Chosen as an excellent university in the field of IT by the Ministry of Information and 

Communication

2010

 Establishment of learning support center

 Completion of Appenzeller Memorial Hall and Howard Memorial Hall 

 Establishment of the Department of Nursing Science

B. Purpose / objective of Event Management Bachelor Degree

❍ The Graduate School of Tourism Festival Management at Pai Chai University si the 

first school in Asia to incorporate "Festival" in its name among the top tier graduate 

schools. The School's student body is comprised of an array of festival development 

managers from government offices, TV and radio broadcasters, journalists, and other 

students who are festival-related professional workers from eleven cities and counties. 

The school has the best professors in the field of festivals and events and produces 

people who can lead and develop the flow of tourism and festival culture through a 

well organized and specialized educational system. The Graduate School of Tourism 

Festival Management is already well known for its outstanding graduates in Korea 

and now is preparing to take the leap to become a worldwide prestigious graduate 

school.

❍ In addition, the school has specialized in the fields of tourism festivals and events for 

15 years, consulting on innumerable festival projects and amassing and impressive 

depth of festival and event research. The School has an established a nationwide 

image of excellence in festival and event education in Korea. With its partnership with 

IFEA KOREA (International Festival & Event Association , South Korea Branch), the 

school has made the process of further globalizing  its professional education, and 

the international trends and latest information about festivals and events have been 



disseminated and shared with the student body of the school.

1) The Graduate School provides all the basics of event tourism, festival organization, 

financial management, sponsorship, and risk management by finely dissecting the 

event tourism area and stressing knowledge acquisition of festival management. The 

curriculum is developd to strengthen practical knowledge for the future, including brain 

storming discussions like Festival Management Seminar, Case Studies for Festival 

Events,etc.

2) Through the development of a course which enables students to benchmark overseas 

cases by inviting specialists from abroad, students are broadening their mind-set to fit 

within the global environment thus enabling the adoption of advanced techniques in 

festival operation. This, in turn, assists students with on-hand education and provides 

them with a practical course to acquire state-of-the-art case models from abroad. 

Furthermore, an analytical study subject is to be added for statistical evaluation to 

further one's procession towards dissertation. 

3) In the long term, lectures thru sister-school affiliation will be given and similar courses 

will be integrated for more useful curriculum operation along with credit exchange with 

other domestic graduate schools for mutual solidarity. 

4) Course synopsis and themes are posted on the Graduate School's website from which 

registered students can download to better understand the coursein advance. The 

system is setup in such away that enrolled students can confirm their academic record 

only after they have evaluated the course. This guarantees a more valid student 

assessment of the course.

5) The lecture evaluation is laid out in an easily assessed 5-point Likert scale. For 

subjective evaluation, a separate scoring method is provided. Incidentally, these 

evaluation results are not shown on the web site, but there is a differentiated rating 

system for the achievement.

6) Master Degree Dissertation Supervisory Method: Individual supervision by the advisory 

professor is followed 1-2 times a week during the dissertation semester. If needed, 

some separate advice can be given by the related professor thanks to the system. 

When students lack practical knowledge, he or she can be accompanied to the field 



site or take an extra field trip. 

7) Master Degree Dissertation Evaluation Method: The dissertation committee consists of 

three professors; an advisory professor and two professors within the major. One of 

them is selected as chairperson for the committee. If necessary for objective 

assessment, a committee member from off - campus can be invited. This dissertation 

evaluation procedure goes through three steps: the preliminary review, mid-review, and 

final evaluation for discreet assessment. 

C. Date degree/program was founded & time frame the course is offered

[1st Semester of 2012]

Name of Course Credits Division Professor Lecture Time

The Study of Tourism 2 01 Kim Seok-Chul Tue 14~15

The Event Tourism 2 01 Jeong Gang-Hoan Fri 12~13

The Marketing of Tourism Event 2 01 Choi Sang-Kyu Thu 12~13

The Study of Tourism Event 
Method 2

2 01 Park Jun-Yong Tue 12~13

The Private Lesson by Tourism 
related Topic 2

2 01 Jeong Gang-Hoan Mon 12~13

[2nd Semester of 2012]

Name of Course Credits Division Professor Lecture Time

The Project of Developing Tourism 

Events
2 01 Choi Sang-Kyu Fri 14~15

The Administration Seminar of 

Tourism Events
2 01 Jeong Gang-Hoan Fri 12~13

The Benchmarking of Foreign 

Festivals
2 01 Jeong Gang-Hoan Tue 14~15

The Analysis of materials used in 

Event Festivals
2 01 Park Jun-Yong Tue 12~13

The Private Tutoring by Tourism 

related Topic 1
2 01 Jeong Gang-Hoan Mon 12~13



D. Number of staff members & student to staff ratio

❍ We have 4 full-time professors, 4 visiting professors and 2 foreign professors. We 

also have 4 full-time staffs in our department. Also, There are 33 doctoral students in 

attendance at Department of Tourism and Event management.

E. Number of students enrolled / number graduated

❍ We have 33 doctoral course students in the Department of Tourism and Event 

management of Paichai University in 2012 Also, total 108 students graduate from 

PaiChai. 

F. Tuition costs / Financial assistance offered

[Tuition costs]

Classification Cost Note

Tuition 3,160,000
775,000 

(Admission fee: Only for 1st semester students of freshman)

Scholarship 1,896,000 40%

❍ We support total 14,572,000KRW to graduate students for a semester.

G. Overall revenue and expense budget of program

❍ he budget for 1 semester of EMT department is total 1,266,000 KRW. Our budget is 

used to support international festival expert lecture and international seminar, support 

for the practical training of undergraduates and support registration fee of the 

international and domestic conferences.



H. Writing/Speaking/Testing/Research requirements for students

❍ To have achieved 60 credits in total combined with 24 credits in a master’s degree 

course and 36 credits in a doctoral degree course 

❍ A grade point average of at least 3.0 or better for the doctoral program

❍ Pass the Foreign Language Test

❍ Pass the General Examination

❍ Have registered for a graduate program according to the university regulations, and 

received at least 2-semester’s or more period of thesis advice

❍ Pass the dissertation examination

I. Practical event experience required

❍ Almost our masters and doctoral course students have been actively taking part in 

various activities in the area of tourism events and festivals in Korea. so there are no 

additional requirements. However, Graduate students must attend the interchanging 

activities with the international event and festival expert which called Saturday Special 

Lecture 

[Introduction to Special Lecture ]

❍ An optional extended course set up as an open forum about a successful festival or 

tourism event is available on Saturdays that deals with topics not fully discussed 

during the regular limited class hour. 

❍ An open integrated course that allows our Tourism Festival students from any level of 

study, graduate school master and doctoral students as well as undergraduate degree 

seekers, to learn successful festival and event uniqueness and strategies. This 

contributes to the attractiveness of our differentiated special offerings of studies at 

PaiChai University.

[Foreign Experts' Invited Lectures]



❍ Besides its curriculum, the Department of Tourism and Event Management keeps up 

with international trends and foreign best practices and systems by inviting 

world-famous festival experts and IFEA (International Festivals and Events Association) 

experts.

 

J. Overall effectiveness of degree/program - Alumni success(what are alumni of 

program doing now?)

Almost our masters and doctoral course students have been actively taking part in various 

activities in the area of tourism events and festivals in Korea. So, most of them are 

already working at many kinds of Event & Festival area before college started such as 

festival committee, travel agency, theme park and so on. 

Field Name Company

Theme park Mun Sun Young Lotte World

Theme park An Jun Mo Lotte World

Hotel Kwon Bong Ran Best Western Premier

Event agency Jeong Gi Sik Eden Marketing



Field Name Company

Advertisement agency Choi Jin Ho DaeHong

Festival committee Kim Ju Ho Tourism Research Center

Travel agency Lim Ji Hoon Modu Tour

Public corporation Hong Jeong Su Incheong Tourist Service, Inc.

Event agency Park Hyun Min Unione

Travel agency Kang Cheol Izone Tour

Hotel Lim Woo Teak Seoul Royal Hotel

Travel agency Oh Gwan Seok Hanjin Tour

Travel agency Park Hee Teak Free Tour

Research Center Park Jeong Suk Korea Culture and Tourism Institute

Travel agency Seol Dong Han Hanjin Tour

Theme `park Choi Jong Min Lotte World

Hotel Kim Mi Hwa Intercontinental Hotel

Travel agency Kim Eun Su Modu Toure, Daejeon

Convention center Lee Kyeong Hye Coex convention center

Event agency Pyo Dong Hyeon Amway

Festival committee Son Hyeong Jin HongSeong Cultural Foundation

 Journalist Lee Jeong Hoon Chungcheong Today

PD Kim Tae Hyeong KBS 

Convention center Seong Min Hee DCC

Travel agency Sin Sang Hun Travel agency


